We employ the small-size coexistence method to calculate the melting temperatures [1] . Based on this method, we have developed and distributed online an automated computer code called SLUSCHI (Solid and Liquid in Ultra Small Coexistence with Hovering Interfaces). While the traditional two-phase coexistence method accurately predicts melting temperature based on stabilized coexistence, it is computationally prohibitive in the DFT framework, due to the large system size (usually at least 1,000 atoms) required to stabilize the interface. We reduce the cell size down to about 100 atoms, so it becomes accessible directly with DFT. Although coexistence can no longer be stabilized in a small cell, we formally recover the melting temperature based on the probability that the system completely melts or solidifies as a function of temperature. We run multiple duplicates of small-cell coexistences to evaluate the probabilities of the final phases.
Molecular Dynamics Simulations
First-principles MD techniques are utilized to simulate atomic movements and trajectories. Specifically, MD simulations are carried out under constant number of atoms, pressure and temperature condition (N P T , isothermal-isobaric ensemble). Here the thermostat is conducted under the Nose-Hoover chain formalism [8, 9, 10, 11] . The barostat is realized by adjusting volume every 200 steps according to average pressure.
Although this does not formally generate an isobaric ensemble, this approach has been shown to provide an effective way to change volume smoothly and to avoid the unphysical large oscillation caused by commonly used barostats [1] .
HSE correction on melting temperature
We evaluate the HSE functional's impact on melting temperature as
where ∆H is heat of fusion and T m is melting temperature. Though it is prohibitive to compute ∆H HSE directly, we calculate the energy correction on the solid and the liquid phases separately
The bracket · · · H P BE means that we randomly choose snapshots from MD trajectories of PBE, and calculate the energy differences between the two functionals.
The calculated HSE corrections are listed in Table S1 . An average correction of 460 K is found. 3 Melting temperature calculations of Hf-C, Hf-Ta-C and Hf-C-N We list in Table S2 our calculation results of the melting temperatures, which we use to 4 Quadratic fitting of melting temperature in the Hf-C-N system
The quadratic function in main text Fig. 5 is fitted to the following expression.
where x and y are compositions in HfC x N y . The values of the fitting parameters are
A 2-D version of the melting temperature surface (in K) is shown in Fig. S1 . 
x i is fractional composition, and g ij is pair correlation function between species i and j. It is evident that nitrogen brings down the total entropy (black), through anion-anion (X−X, red) and anion-cation (X−Hf, purple) pairs, while leaving the cation-cation (Hf−Hf, blue) contribution nearly untouched. SLUSCHI is applicable to a wide variety of materials, thanks to the fact that density functional theory calculations are highly generalizable. The MD simulations account for all types of defects and sources of entropy, and the calculations take all effects (and their delicate balance) into account. This is precisely why accurate large-scale molecular dynamics is employed.
SLUSCHI has been studied and tested on more than ten systems and several dozen materials, including
• Ta (various pseudopotentials, under ambient pressure and 200 GPa, bcc)
• Na (30-120 GPa, bcc/fcc) • NaCl • La 2 Zr 2 O 7 (La 2 O 3 -2ZrO 2 , pyrochlore structure)
• Ru and its ternary alloys, in addition to the Hf-Ta-C-N systems. Here we list in Table S3 the computational results, with comparison to experiments. Details (DFT setup, pseudopotentials, computer cost, etc.) can be found at the SLUSCHI webpage (http://blogs.brown.edu/qhong/). It is convincing that SLUSCHI can generally achieve an accuracy of around 100 K in melting point calculations. 
Appendix 2
Here we present the details of our melting point calculations. Each figure has a one-to-one correspondence to the materials listed in Table S2 .
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